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Project Updates Continued

Happy Spring! For those of us in the Northeast, we are anxiously
awaiting the arrival of warmer weather, after a harsh winter.
Spring also means the start of busy periods of activities and events
for many CCEP Alliance Projects. We wish all Projects much
success in the upcoming months.

NNOCCI’s Spring 2015 Study Circles were
successfully launched in February. For the first
time, they have transitioned to having all cofacilitators being NNOCCI study circle alumni.
Frameworks Institute and New England
Aquarium staff members continue to offer
training and coaching support for co-facilitators. The
Frameworks Institute has updated all of their online training
materials for co-facilitators and continues to lead training
discussions with co-facilitators to review curriculum before each
meeting. They also produced a Frequently Asked Questions
document to support co-facilitators in addressing questions about
the recommended “Explanatory Metaphors.”

The next in-person Alliance meeting is scheduled for June 9-11,
2015 in San Diego. The meeting agenda will have a key focus on
this year’s Alliance ongoing theme of solutions related to climate
change. CCEP Projects will present on their approaches to
solutions, participate in a showcase of related activities and
products, and Project evaluators will discuss common metrics for
evaluating solutions. On the evening of day one, we will be treated
to a dinner on the campus of the University of San Diego with a
menu of sustainable foods, and day two will feature a panel of San
Diego Key Influentials, and a case study discussion on the port of
San Diego. Registration and lodging for the upcoming June
meeting are now available.
See you in sunny San Diego!
Sincerely,
Romy Pizziconi
CCEP Alliance Office
University of Rhode Island
Graduate School of Oceanography
romy@uri.edu
www.ccepalliance.org

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute is continuing to host
meetings for each Study Circle, recruit scientists to present
relevant content, and select NNOCCI Science Fellows for
participation in Study Circles. Generally, post-doctoral fellows
are selected as participants, but this spring there is a full time
WHOI staff member participating. The growing cohort of
WHOI’s NNOCCI Science Fellows has been engaged with each
study circle, and Fellows are planning to lead a webinar about
freshwater acidification for the network later this month.

MADE CLEAR at NSTA
The MADE CLEAR team shared information about their project
during several sessions during the March National Science
Teachers Association annual convention in Chicago.
MADE CLEAR Learning Sciences team member Andrea Drewes
presented on Climate Change Assessment Design in the Context of
the Next Generation Science Standards. Ms Drewes described the
Learning Sciences
team's use of a
summative assessment
of climate change
science for middle
school that captures
three-dimensional
science learning as
prescribed in the Next
Generation Science
Standards. She
presented a summary
of the assessment design and revision process, lessons learned
from teacher feedback and classroom implementation, and an
analysis of how the use of assessments for three-dimensional
science learning differs from more traditional assessments.
Delaware teacher Rob Ferrell, who collaborated with the Learning
Science team in this research, co-presented with Ms. Drewes.
Ms. Drewes also presented Climate Change MADE CLEAR: An
Approach to Embedding Climate Change in Classrooms in
Maryland and Delaware, in
which she described the
goals and activities of the
MADE CLEAR project. She
outlined how MADE
CLEAR’s K-12 efforts are
working with target grade
levels in which to infuse
climate change topics;
providing professional
learning opportunities that
include appropriate content,
modeling of pedagogy, use of
authentic data and
technology to improve
student understanding, and access to climate experts; forming
Professional Learning Communities within and across districts
and the two states; and constructing sustainable models.
MADE CLEAR team members Chris Petrone, Andrea Drewes, and
Pat Harcourt presented on Climate Science Academies:
Integrating Content, Pedagogy, Technology, and Access to
Climate Experts. In this session, they described MADE CLEAR
efforts to embed climate change science into formal and informal
education in Delaware and Maryland, and focused on the Climate
Change Academy for classroom teachers. The Academy agenda
includes content, pedagogy, access to and use of a variety of
technology tools, and interaction with climate science experts who
serve as an accessible resource during the Academy and beyond.
The presenters involved the session attendees in climate change
activities to illustrate the Academy's interactive approach to
learning.
In addition to the three project-based presentations, team
members presented two sessions of science education content
related to MADE CLEAR. Chris Petrone presented on a solutions
activity in Catching the Wind Together: A Successful Formal/
Nonformal Partnership Focused on Wind Energy, and Pat
Harcourt shared ideas for using data sets to teach about climate
change in Data Sets for Climate Education.

Project Updates
Climate Education Partnership’s development of
resources and products to support outreach and
education activities has been broad and diverse,
but their 2050 Report has been the primary
source, and in some cases has been the catalyst
for new content and projects. The San Diego
Foundation used the report to guide the development
of a new grant-making cycle,
“Climate Initiative: Building
Regional Resilience to Climate
Change.” The goal of this
program is to advance
community efforts to put the
San Diego, 2050 is Calling.
How Will We Answer? report
into action, and build the
capacity of local governments
and public agencies to prepare
local communities for the
impacts of climate change. Up to $200,000 is available to
empower cities and communities to prepare for climate change.
CEP has also created and completed the “Answering the Call”
video to highlight the 2050 Report, which depicts a new norm of
concern and action among community leaders and local scientists
working on climate change issues in San Diego. Working with
policymakers, business and community leaders, environmentalists
and climate scientists, the video shows the connecting the efforts
of local scientists and regional leaders, working together on efforts
to maintain San Diego’s quality of life and strong economy by
addressing the impacts of the region’s changing climate. The video
is available on YouTube.

NNOCCI is thrilled to share news of significant awards this
quarter for some of their partners. Frameworks Institute received
a MacArthur Award for creative and effective organizations, and
Sarah-Mae Nelson was selected as a White House “Champion of
Change.” Sarah-Mae had new opportunities to share information
about NNOCCI and climateinterpreter.org as part of her panel
discussion at the White House and in subsequent interviews.
The Republic of Palau has committed to working
with PCEP to replace their current Science
Curriculum Framework that guides education
in grades one through high school. PCEP Co-PI
Dr. Art Sussman is leading the effort and
working with the Palau Ministry of Education and
with Destin Penland, PCEP staff member in Palau. This work
aims to develop science education policies that are much more
conducive to high quality science education in general, but also
specifically focused on education about climate change, its
current and potential impacts in Palau, and climate change
adaptation.
This work builds on prior PCEP work in developing the project’s
Climate Education Framework, and improving science education
standards in the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) and in
the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM), at the federal level, and
at the level of each of the four FSM states. In those prior cases, the
changes focused primarily on adding climate science concepts and
skills without radically changing the scope and sequence of other
grade level topics. Palau is the first example in the region where
PCEP has the opportunity to help make more radical
improvements in the science education policies that will also
bolster climate science education by making all of the grade level
science education much more efficient, and supportive of the
foundational science concepts underlying climate science
education.
As with the RMI and FSM work, the Palau science education
revision is systemic in scope in taking into consideration currently
available curricula, instructional resources developed or being
developed or supported by PCEP, teacher professional skills and
development, and revisions of the national science assessment
system. Dr. Sussman first met with the assembled 15-member
local Science Curriculum Advisory Committee (SCAC) in Palau to
plan the work, develop and share the first draft for Grades 1
through 8, immediately lead a webinar with the SCAC to help
guide their review of the draft, and meet with the SCAC again in
Palau over three days to make revisions, and guide the next steps
of the process. The expectation is that the new Framework will be
finalized in May of 2015 and formally adopted shortly thereafter.
In Spring 2014, Pranoti Asher, Manager of
Education and Public Outreach for the American
Geophysical Union (AGU), contacted the PoLAR
Partnership
to discuss
opportunities
for integrating educational
gaming into the 2014 Fall
Meeting. Working with
Michelle Hall of Science
Education Solutions, Randy
Russell of the UCAR Center
for Science Education, and
Juliette Rooney-Varga of
Climate Interactive, PoLAR
organized two events that took place during the 2014 AGU Fall
Meeting: a Game Night, and a workshop on Integrating Serious
Games into Climate Change Education.
The Game Night event sought to offer an opportunity to AGU
participants, particularly first time attendees, to meet and mingle
while learning about fun and
innovative approaches to
science communication.
Games featured at the event
included PoLAR’s EcoChains
and FutureCoast, as well as
Challenge and Persuade,
Thirst for Power, the Game
of Bowens, and a variety of
short computer-based
games. Approximately 40 people attended the event, many of
whom played their way through all of the games offered.
The Serious Games workshop provided an introduction to the
pedagogy of using games for climate change education and
allowed participants to
engage with examples,
including some of the
previously mentioned
games as well as
PoLAR’s SMARTIC role
play simulation.
Approximately 35
people attended the
workshop. Participants
from both events offered very positive feedback, including several
requests for more game events at future AGU meetings. One
workshop attendee noted that, “Serious games are an excellent
means of mediating science and should be promoted!”
PoLAR will host another Game Night and Game Workshop at the
2015 Fall AGU Meeting.

Working Group Update

Carnegie Museum of Natural History staff
members held five Pittsburgh CUSP network
events over the last three months, identifying
across all of them some important elements in
creating successful meeting, which included:
providing substantial opportunities for meeting
attendees to network, starting the brainstorming process
with real examples from partner experience, and keeping the
meeting active and collaborative. Meetings included a general CUSP
network gathering, a mini-grant workshop, a kit brainstorming
session, a kit design workshop, and a “map-a-thon.” Each meeting
attracted between 15 and 35 individuals who participated in
designing new kits, identifying new ways to use the Pittsburgh
CUSP map, and brainstorming collaborative mini-grant projects.
For the latter, CMNH received eight collaborative proposals from a
mix of new and existing partner organizations. Through face-toface meetings and kit-focused workshops, CUSP also cultivated a
strong relationship with the Pittsburgh Mayor’s Office of
Sustainability and Department of Planning, resulting in CUSP being
aligned with city-wide climate and urban development initiatives.
The Franklin Institute continues to offer monthly gatherings for the
Philadelphia CUSP Community of Practice network, to strengthen
the collaborative bonds among the network members. These
included informal gatherings such as the Philadelphia Sustainable
Business Directory Launch, the Philadelphia Flower Show, and a
climate change art unveiling at the Fairmount Waterworks
museum, where TFI staff also spoke on a panel and presented a
stormwater kit activity. These gatherings are important for
strengthening network connections and positioning CUSP as the
leading group for engaging Philadelphians in climate change issues.
Four members of the MADE CLEAR team, Gary
Hedges, Tonyea Mead, Rose Ozbay, and Dana
Veron, attended the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy “Champions of
Change” event on February 9 to honor eight
inspirational leaders working in the area of
climate education and literacy. The MADE CLEAR
team members participated in roundtable discussions about ways to
promote climate change education. The educators’ roundtable was
one of three topic discussions held in conjunction with the
Champions of Change celebration. In the discussions, they engaged
with educators and administrators working in K-12 and higher
education, representatives from non-profit organizations working
on environmental issues or in the fields of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education, Federal agency
representatives and program managers, and researchers engaged in
climate education projects.
Some ideas yielded by the discussion are listed below. MADE
CLEAR is pleased to be already at work in these areas, which were
identified as important directions for climate change education.

Evaluation Working Group:
Members of the CCEP EWG have submitted a proposal to the
American Evaluation Association for their upcoming conference in
November 2015 in Chicago. The session, “Diverse Approaches to
Educating the Public about Climate Change: Is There a Common
Denominator?” will describe the evaluation approaches for five
different CCEP projects. The proposed panel session would
include CCEP Evaluators John Fraser of NNOCCI, Elizabeth
Bachrach of CUSP and PoLAR, Jay Feldman of CEP, and Joan
LaFrance of PCEP. The panel would address how collaborative
networks and funders are challenged to locate common
denominators to explain changes in knowledge, perceptions, and
behaviors. The group will learn if their session has been accepted
in July. Good luck! Members of the CCEP evaluators group will
also present at the June Alliance meeting.

Save the Date!
Tuesday
June 9-11, 2015
CCEP Alliance
Spring Meeting
San Diego, CA

To register for the June CCEP
Alliance meeting, please click
here. To reserve a hotel room,
please click here. For questions
regarding the meeting, please
contact Andrea Gingras.

CUSP Festival Season
CUSP is gearing up for the festival season this spring! Catch them
at any of the following locations and learn how climate change is
already affecting cities in the Northeast. Participate in hands-on
activities to learn about climate solutions that are helping
communities become more resilient.
Philadelphia:
April 26 – Sustainability Sunday at Philadelphia Science Festival
May 2 – Climate Carnival at Philadelphia Science Festival
May 16 – Kensington Kinetic Sculpture Derby and Artsfest
New York City:
April 21 – Map-a-thon for New Visions Teachers at NY Hall of Science
April 25 – Queens Library Festival
Pittsburgh:
April 22 – Earth Day events around Pittsburgh
April 25 – Climate Playground at FutureFest
May 1 – Geek Art Green Innovators Festival
June 7 – Summer Reading Extravaganza
June 8-12 – Climate Playground at Three Rivers Arts Festival

CCEP Alliance Council Representatives
CEP: Michel Boudrias, University of San Diego
CEP: Mica Estrada, University of California San Francisco
CUSP: Raluca Ellis, The Franklin Institute
CUSP: Karen Elinich, The Franklin Institute
MADE CLEAR: Don Boesch, University of Maryland
MADE CLEAR: Nancy Target, University of Delaware

• The importance of integrating climate and climate change across
the entire curriculum, not just in STEM classes.
• The need to leverage opportunities offered through Common Core
and the Next Generation Science Standards.
• The importance of promoting a variety of partnerships, including
those between scientists. and educators, between public and
private stakeholders, and between educators and decision makers.
• The importance of finding mechanisms to help educators use the
educational process to unleash the energy and enthusiasm of their
students, who will have the biggest impact now and on future
generations.
The MADE-CLEAR Towson University team partnered with Towson
University Center for STEM Excellence to organize and present the
first meeting of a two-day Climate Literacy Workshop for 20 inservice middle and high school teachers on March 7. Each
participant was given materials to teach an interactive climate
change activity in his or her classroom. The activity was revised
from a lab-based climate change activity that was developed by
Center staff that had participated in MADE-CLEAR professional
development activities.

NNOCCI: John Anderson, New England Aquarium
NNOCCI: Billy Spitzer, New England Aquarium
PCEP: Marylin Low, Pacific Resources for Education and Learning
PCEP: Art Sussman, WestEd
PoLAR: Stephanie Pfirman, Barnard College
PoLAR: Jessica Brunacini, Columbia University
Alliance Office: Gail Scowcroft, University of Rhode Island
Alliance Office: Andrea Gingras, University of Rhode Island
National Science Foundation: Jill Karsten, NSF
National Science Foundation: Dave Campbell, NSF
If a Project would like something to be featured in the CCEP newsletter, please
contact Romy Pizziconi. Submissions and photos from the Alliance are
encouraged! To receive the CCEP newsletter and other climate change education
resources via e-mail, please e-mail ccepalliance@etal.uri.edu and include
"subscribe" in the subject line. Besides those who work directly on your Project,
please encourage others to subscribe including Project partners and participants.
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